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ABSTRACT 

 

 

 Is trust innate or learned? This paper aims to further explore what constitutes trust. 

Particularly, we examine the kind of human capital influencing trust, whether this human capital 

affecting trust is something that is innate or acquired. Using data gathered from a survey 

conducted in the University of the Philippines, Diliman, we measure trust using a question we 

recast from the General Social Survey question. We also gather biological, cognitive and social 

information from the respondents. Employing two regression methods, we find that trust in 

general is innately determined. We find different predictors for males and females such that the 

left digit ratio commonly referred to as 2D:4D, is a better estimator of trust for males while math 

skills proxied by math intensiveness of the course proves to be significant for females. We 

further construe that for males, both potential IQ and EQ as captured by the left ratio, are crucial 

factors of human capital influencing their propensity to trust. For females on the other hand, we 

find that only potential IQ is an important determining factor of trust.  
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“Can you tell me, Socrates, is virtue the sort of thing you can teach someone? Or is it the sort of 

thing no one can teach you, but you pick it up by practicing it? Or maybe it’s neither: virtue is 

something people are born with, or something they get some other way?” – Plato, Meno (70a) 

 

I. Introduction  

 

Plato, in one of his Socratic dialogues, once argued that virtues are innate within us, and 

that all we ever need to learn is already in us, waiting to be discovered
1
. The philosopher John 

Locke, together with the Empiricists, on the other hand, believed that our minds at birth are like 

clean cognitive slates (tabula rasa), and that only through our experiences can we learn
2
.  

Trust is undoubtedly one of the most significant virtues existing. Trust is an essential 

element in order to carry out indentures such as in financial and social contracts such as in 

marriage. Successful relationships also involve trust in both parties. On a macro level, trust is a 

determining factor during elections. People’s decision on who to vote for and whose hands they 

should entrust their future mainly involves confidence to the individual’s capabilities, rightful of 

their vote. The economy as a whole, also involves trust in carrying out market transactions. In 

trade and investments for instance, with higher perceived trust, doors open to the influx of 

investments contributing to economic growth. This also becomes the strongest pillars in 

establishing relationships among countries. Indeed, trust is present in any agreement. But what 

things really do constitute trust? More importantly, how is trust formed? Is it an intrinsic virtue 

to a person, or is it a learned thing which is something shaped by society, culture and 

environment? 

Kenneth Arrow, an economist and Nobel laureate, once asserted that trust is an important 

lubricant of the social system
3
; with trust, market exchanges are efficiently carried out because of 

economized transactions costs. For a market economy to function smoothly, trust, backed up by 

developed legal and regulatory frameworks, must be present (Stiglitz, 2002). Indeed, there is a 

plethora of literature linking trust to positive macroeconomic outcomes. Zak and Knack (2001) 

                                                             
1 The passages are Meno 80a-86c. 
2 John Locke, An essay concerning human understanding (1847). 
3
 Kenneth Arrow, The Limits of Organisation (New York: Norton, 1974). 
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first studied the link between trust and economic growth wherein they found that high trusting 

societies achieve higher rates of investment and growth, and they went further to say that very 

low trust societies can be caught in a poverty trap. Zak and Knack (2001) also argue that trust is 

more prevalent in societies that constrain opportunism. In societies where people trust each 

other, citizens spend less to protect themselves from being exploited in economic dealings 

(Knack and Keefer, 1997). Knack and Keefer (1997) also propose that trust, together with civic 

norms, contribute to social capital; they said that these norms constrain greedy self-interest, 

encouraging individuals to promote societal interests, mainly through contribution to the 

provision of public goods. Trust has political and organizational implications as well. With trust, 

governments and large organizations function more efficiently (Coleman, 1990; Porta, et al. 

1996). Financial markets develop rapidly with trust (Guiso, et al. 2000). Through its positive 

impact on investment and social capital, trust can spur growth and maintain national prosperity 

(Fukuyama, 1995). Trust is therefore a necessary virtue for a market economy to function well. 

Trust is also a prerequisite to cooperation. In the economics literature, trust is often 

regarded as synonymous to cooperative behavior. Quintessential economic examples of 

cooperation are when nations drop protective barriers and engage in freer trade, or when 

individuals unselfishly contribute to the provision of public goods. Cooperation, especially on 

public good or service provision, almost always leads to socially desirable outcomes.  

In economics, trust is defined as an “assurance” or expectation of benign behavior 

derived from the knowledge of the incentive structure facing one’s trading partner (Zak and 

Knack, 2001). Trust can also be seen as making yourself vulnerable or exposing yourself to 

potential exploitation in the hope of positive conduct or action from others.  

It is established in the field of behavioral economics that human capital is one of the 

determining factors of trust (Knack and Zak, 2001; Jones, 2008; Nye, et al. 2012) . But, to what 

extent does human capital contribute to trust? Intelligence, for instance, is considered as human 

capital but this is something that can be both innate and or learned. Is trust innate within an 

individual, or is it acquired and learned through social experiences and environment?  

The present literature still provides little evidence to the nature of trust, whether it is 

innate or learned. In this paper, we use the biological marker 2D:4D (digit ratio) as the innate 
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variable, because it is biologically predetermined; the digit ratio is established in the utero and is 

commonly used as a measure for prenatal testosterone exposure. Literature has provided 

different things digit ratio captures such as intelligence and risk preferences. Testosterone, a 

steroid hormone, is mainly responsible for the development of secondary sexual attributes. 

Testosterone is usually associated with male characteristics such as dominance, aggression and 

risky behavior. The digit ratio is basically the ratio between the individual’s index and ring finger 

that embodies prenatal androgen and, a lower ratio implies higher exposure to testosterone. The 

digit ratio is sexually dimorphic, meaning that males generally have lower ratios, i.e., higher 

testosterone levels than females. Since it is well established in the literature the role of human 

capital on trust, we also use other forms of it as measures of both intrinsic and learned things as 

contributing factors creating trust. Social conditions as well are used in this paper as controls. 

The nature of trust, whether it is innate or learned, is still a contentious topic. Do people 

behave in a certain way largely because of their genetic makeup, or from their social upbringing? 

This paper attempts to provide answers to this debate in the field of behavioral economics.  
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II. Review of Related Literature 

 

One classical longstanding debate in the field of the social sciences is the question of 

whether behavioral traits are innate or learned. The nature versus nurture discussion basically 

centers on the determinants of behavior, whether it ultimately comes from an individual’s innate 

qualities and genetic endowments, or from their environment and social upbringing. The nature 

versus nurture debate is important and dominant in certain social concerns like education 

(regarding the genetic heritability of intelligence), and crime (the contentious idea of an inherited 

criminal personality). However, the said debate does not tackle other social matters, such as trust. 

The current psychology, sociology and economic literatures likewise offer information on trust 

and its determinants, but there are no existing studies that explore whether it is an inherent or 

learned behavior.  

Recently, economists have provided evidence of the role of human capital in building 

trust and cooperation. One relevant study linking 2D:4D with measures of human capital was 

that of Nye, et al. (2012). Nye, et al. (2012) recently surveyed almost a thousand university 

students from Moscow and a hundred university students in Manila to elicit the effects of digit 

ratio on academic performances. Nye, et al. (2012) concluded that there is a quadratic 

relationship between the high testosterone exposure and academic achievement measures, such 

as grades and test scores, with gender differentiated effects. In another study by Nye, et al. 

(2012), they recently surveyed over a hundred university students from Manila and over 900 

from Moscow. Data gathered comprises of UPCAT Math and Science scores of students in the 

University of the Philippines School of Economics in Manila, and grade point average for the 

students of Higher School of Economics in Moscow. Using height and gender as instruments for 

UPCAT scores and grade point average, they found that propensity to trust is positively linked to 

measures of human capital, even suggesting human capital having a greater impact on trust 

propensities than social environment and institutions.  Knack and Zak (2001) found that 

education is positively associated with trust across countries, proxying mean years of schooling 

for human capital. Human capital is defined as the knowledge and ability to produce that is 

embodied in the labor force (Dornbusch, et al. 2008). Human capital is widely acknowledged as 

a determinant of productivity and economic growth. Educational attainment, professional skills, 

health investments, and intelligence (as measured by IQ tests), are usually proxies for human 
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capital in the economics literature. Lynn and Vanhanen (2002) provided evidence that national 

IQ is a strong determinant of the wealth (and poverty) of nations. Jones and Schneider (2006) 

likewise found that a one IQ point increases living standards by 6% for an individual. Jones 

(2008) further suggested a reason on why nations with higher human capital exhibit higher 

growth, saying that smarter individuals may be more patient, so they tend to save more resources 

for future use. Likewise, Aghion, et al. (2006) had shown that economies with smarter 

workforces would tend to have larger capital stocks. Although reverse causation of intelligence 

and growth may be possible, as Jones and Schneider (2006) and Lynn and Vanhanen (2002) 

notes, among the most impoverished countries, poor public health and nutrition might damage 

the cognitive performance (and thus, human capital development) of the citizens.   

Economists almost always equate trust to cooperation in games. Segal and Hershberger 

(1999) observed in their repeated prisoner’s dilemma games that among pairs of identical and 

fraternal twins, the pairs scoring higher in their IQ test were more likely to be mutually 

cooperative. Recently, Jones (2008) conducted field experiments from various universities and 

colleges in U.S. and used school-average SAT and ACT scores as proxies for intelligence. From 

the data gathered, regression results show that those whose scores are higher tend to be more 

cooperative compared to students from lower scoring schools. Adopting robust standard error 

tests, the students’ average intelligence proves to be a determining factor for cooperation in 

iterated prisoner’s dilemma games. Axelrod (1981) argues that a way to foster cooperation is to 

encourage players to be patient and perceptive; experimental evidence gathered by Jones (2008) 

suggests that more intelligent groups implicitly follow Axelrod’s advice. Jones (2008) argues 

that cognitive ability appears to be an important predictor of cooperation. Putterman, et al. 

(2010) conducted an experiment in a university employing two treatments, a simple and a 

modified voluntary contribution mechanism with 40 students participating in each treatment.  

This study provides further evidence that intelligent students are more cooperative and generous 

in public goods games, but are also more likely to vote for efficient sanctions on defectors.  

The field of science has laid explanations on trust as well and, testosterone, a biological 

marker is pointed out as an inhibitor of human social interaction. Buser (2012) suggests that 

biological factors portray an important role in partially determining social preferences. In his 

experiment using four social preference games including ultimatum, trust, public good and 
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dictator game, it is established that individuals with lower finger ratio (2D:4D) are less trusting, 

reciprocal and less altruistic. An experiment is conducted by Bos, et al. (2010) wherein 

testosterone hormone is administered to 24 female subjects and made use of facial 

trustworthiness to measure interpersonal trust while controlling for the mood effect of 

testosterone. This experiment yielded results showing that testosterone significantly decreases 

interpersonal trust among the most socially naïve half of the group.  

 

The current economics literature on 2D:4D focuses more on the links of testosterone with 

risk preference (Apicella, et al. 2008; Sapienza, et al. 2009; Garbarino, et al 2011) and success in 

the stock market and financial trading (Coates, et al. 2009; Braňas-Garza and Rustichini 2011). 

Apicella, et al. (2008) conducted an investment game among 98 Harvard University male 

students. They measured testosterone levels using saliva samples taken from the participants. 

They also took full frontal facial photographs of the respondents to rate facial masculinity. The 

second and fourth digit ratio was measured using scanned hand pictures of the participants. They 

then let the subjects play an investment game with real monetary payments. Apicella, et al. 

(2008) observed that salivary testosterone levels and facial masculinity are both positively 

related with riskier decision-making in the game. However, they found no significant correlation 

with 2D:4D and risk preference. The authors mentioned that their small and ethnically 

heterogeneous sample may be the reason for this. Sapienza, et al. (2009) likewise observed less 

than 500 MBA students, and found that higher levels of circulating testosterone were associated 

with risk preference, but only among women. Sapienza, et al. (2009) also concluded that students 

with higher testosterone levels were more likely to pursue risky careers in finance. Coates and 

Herbert (2008) observe 17 male traders in London City for 8 business days. To measure 

testosterone level, they got saliva samples twice a day from the traders, just before noon and in 

the afternoon.  Coates and Herbert (2008) observe that a trader’s morning testosterone level can 

more or less predict his day’s profitability; that is, a typical trader’s testosterone level is higher 

on days when he makes above average profits. Garbarino, et al (2011) used the same biological 

marker in predicting risk preferences within and between sexes. An experiment is administered 

with 152 Caucasian students participating. Digital images using Autometric software is used as 

reference for measuring the second and fourth finger ratio, a measurement technique believed to 

be the most accurate. The regression methods employed in the study include OLS and 
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multivariate Ordered Probit regressions and results show that testosterone exposure significantly 

affects risky attitudes that is, those exposed to higher levels of testosterone prenatally are more 

likely to be risk takers. Braňas-Garza and Rustichini, (2011) likewise observed 189 subjects, and 

found that lower digit ratio is linked with risk taking and higher scores in intelligence tests 

among males.  

 

One study linking 2D:4D with trust and cooperation in prisoner’s dilemma games include 

that of Sanchez-Pages and Turiegano (2010). Sanchez-Pages and Turiegano (2010) conducted a 

one-shot symmetric prisoner’s dilemma game in Edinburgh and Madrid, with 160 students 

participating in it. The researchers took facial photographs, hand scans and saliva from the 

participants to determine testosterone levels, and let the participants play a one-shot prisoner’s 

dilemma with monetary payoffs. Sanchez-Pages and Turiegano (2010) observe that subjects with 

intermediate digit ratios cooperate more often in the prisoner’s dilemma, while those with lower 

digit ratios tended to defect more.  

 

While the existing economics literature offers varied studies on the determinants of trust, 

we found that the nature of trust is still little explored. We hope to contribute in the existing 

literature by studying whether trust is biologically determined or socially learned and 

conditioned. Do certain biological, potential characteristics and personality traits make people 

more trusting? Or do social environment and familial as well as cultural upbringing matter more? 
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III. Conceptual Framework 

  

 This research relies on the general idea that trust is influenced by a lot factors that may 

come in the form of human capital and social environment. Social environment almost always 

equate to social capital and is shaped by culture and upbringing and therefore, is a learned thing. 

We further examine human capital as having two components, one is acquired human capital, 

which is influenced by the environment, and the other is potential human capital, which is 

something innate and biologically or genetically predetermined. We further break down potential 

human capital into two comprising of potential intelligence or IQ and potential EQ. Acquired 

human capital can come in different forms. In macroeconomic papers for instance, Mankiw, et 

al. (1992) use secondary education enrollment as proxy for human capital. Barro and Lee (1993, 

1994) on the other hand, use average years of schooling as a proxy for human capital. Secondary 

education enrollment is clearly not part of potential human capital nor is average years of 

schooling since these things may be influenced and conditioned by societal factors, culture and 

economic conditions, so these are therefore attributed to acquired human capital. Abilities, on the 

other hand also fall under human capital. Some are gifted with musical abilities such as playing 

the piano, violin and other instruments. Still, there are some who are naturally good in math, 

science or arts. A classic example of this is the Bach family who has produced the greatest 

musicians and became the pillars of music. In this case, we think of this as something genetically 

inherited and therefore make up potential human capital. Although such can also be learned, 

those who are intrinsically endowed with it are more likely to showcase their abilities naturally.  

 

 In this paper, we seek to dig deeper into what constitutes trust particularly, what kind of 

factors determines this. That is, whether these elements are innate, learned or acquired, or an 

interplay of the two. We particularly set our interest on human capital but we further examine on 

whether the type of human capital affecting trust is something that is acquired or something that 

is potential. We use different measures to address our primary concern. We define a variable as 

innate if it is exogenous of other factors, such as if it is a predetermined event and cannot be or 

difficult to alter in the present. We consider as biological markers the left hand digit ratio and 

height as innate variables. The left hand digit ratio is already established in the utero and it 

basically represents the individual's exposure to testosterone and estrogen level during prenatal 
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development. Height is genetically inherited to a great extent. Our respondents are mainly young 

adults who are beyond their growing years, so we can say that at their current ages, height will 

remain constant and exogenous of other outside factors. One possible factor affecting height is 

childhood nutrition, the same rationale used by Nye, et al (2012). It is worth noting that the state 

of their childhood nutrition is already a past event, and that present height is significantly 

influenced by nutritional intake during childhood especially in the critical stage of growing up 

years. Human capital in this paper is also proxied by GWA and math intensiveness of the course. 

GWA, in this whole research is treated as a learned variable as there are unobserved factors 

influencing this. Math intensiveness of the course reflects a student’s math skills and is therefore 

considered as somehow innate. It is important to establish that we do not rule out the possibility 

that math intensiveness of the course hence, a student’s math abilities may also be shaped or 

conditioned by their immediate surroundings through training for example, but such abilities are 

genetically inherited to a greater extent (Hart, et al. 2009) and must therefore appear to students 

naturally. We recognize that trust can have feedback effects to human capital and the social 

environment. If the social environment in which the student grew up is conducive to, or rewards 

trusting behavior, he may likely be more trusting. Following Coleman (1990), we as well 

recognize that the social environment and the student's social capital can affect his human 

capital. As measures for this, we use the student’s relationship with parents, preference for 

aloneness and trustworthiness but are only used as controls. 

 

We also present a diagram to illustrate this rationale. 

 

Figure 1: Trust 
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IV. Data 

 

Data Description and Methodology 

 

We construct our own survey questionnaire to answer our thesis question. We conducted 

a survey in the University of the Philippines Diliman, with the students as our target population. 

Data gathering started on January 8, 2013 and had run for two consecutive weeks. We use simple 

random sampling to avoid selection bias. The whole sample consists of 283 respondents, of 

which 147 are males, and 136 are females. The age range is 15 – 27 years (M = 19.0, SD = 1.8).  

 

For the data to be representative of the U.P. Diliman population, we took respondents 

from different colleges. We grouped the students according to their fields of study. The whole 

sample consists mostly of students from these colleges: (a) Business, Economics, Statistics, 

Public Administration and Tourism (22.7%); (b) Engineering and Architecture (18.4%); (c) 

Science (13.1%); (d) Social Sciences and Philosophy (14.2%); (e) Arts and Letters (3.6%); (f) 

Mass Communication (4.3%); (g) Human Kinetics (6.4%); (h) Fine Arts and Music (8.2%); (i) 

Home Economics (3.9%); (j) Education (2.1%); (k) Law (0.7%); and non-major students (2.5%). 

To have a better grasp of the sample, refer to Figure A1 located at the Appendix section for 

summary statistics and for the pie chart of the whole sample grouped according to fields of 

study. 

 

The survey respondents are handed a three-page questionnaire containing 29 questions 

encompassing biological markers, socio-economic background, and cognitive things contributing 

to human capital, and trust questions. We inform the students that their responses will remain 

confidential and that the data will be used solely for our academic purposes and we asked them 

to sign an informed consent. After the participants answered the questionnaire, we measured the 

index and ring fingers of their left and right hand using a tapeline. To compute for the digit ratio, 

we divided the length of the index by the length of the ring finger. This computation is done for 

both hands. 
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The first page of the questionnaire consists of general questions mainly to determine the 

biological markers and socio-economic background of the respondents. The respondent’s age, 

sex, height and course are asked in the first page. The measurement of the left and right hand 

digit ratio is also recorded here. The second page includes questions that will help determine the 

respondent’s characteristics and, more or less, his social environment. The third page includes 

questions that tell the respondent’s cognitive abilities and current academic standing, such as 

their last semester grade weighted average (GWA), and whether they are running for Latin 

honors or not. The trust and trustworthiness rating of the respondents are also asked on the last 

page. 

 

Trust is our dependent and outcome variable, which we explore whether it is determined 

innately and / or through learning. The level of trust is asked in a rating of 1 to 5, with 5 being 

the highest, i.e. “I easily trust anybody (5)” versus “I always doubt other people’s intention. I 

don’t trust them (1).” Our trust question is based from the General Social Survey (GSS)
4
 

questionnaire. We recast the original GSS question
5
 to make it more accessible and relatable to 

students. Only about 37% of the whole sample answered that they usually trust people most of 

the time, as evidenced by these respondents’ trust ratings of either 4 or 5. 

 

The digit ratio (2D:4D) refers to the ratio of an individual’s index finger to his ring 

finger. We use 2D:4D as a biological marker and as measure of human capital. The variable left 

pertains to the left hand 2D:4D. In our study, we only take into consideration the left hand 

2D:4D because only the left hand ratio seems to have association and effect with certain 

variables of interest, like trust and math-orientation of the course. The right hand 2D:4D, 

however, seems to be uncorrelated with our outcome variable, so we did not include it as an 

explanatory variable in our regressions. Note that 2D:4D captures not only intelligence but as 

well as risk preferences. 

                                                             
4 The General Social Survey is an annual survey conducted by the National Opinion Research Center in the 

University of Chicago. It started in 1972 and is being conducted up to the present. The survey monitors social 

changes of the demographics and opinions of the American society. It is one of the most frequently analyzed survey 
information in sociological research. 

 
5 The trust question from the GSS survey is the following: "Generally speaking, would you say that most people can 

be trusted or that you can't be too careful in dealing with people?" 
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We include height as another biological marker and we use it as an instrument for GWA. 

Height of the respondents is asked in terms of feet. We then convert the data into centimeters, 

using the formula 1 foot = 30.48 centimeter. Nye, et al. (2012) contends that height is a valid 

instrument for human capital, primarily because it is exogenous to the effects of current social 

environment and institutions. Also, height is correlated to measures of human capital. 

Furthermore, Nye, et al. (2012) argues that height can reflect state of early nutrition and prenatal 

hormone interactions, both of which can affect human capital development.  

 

Math-orientation (mathintensive) of the course can be a measure of the student’s 

inclination, aptitude and facility in mathematics. Math intensiveness of the course is treated as 

another measure of human capital, particularly potential human capital. In this research, we 

argue that being good in math is something that is inherent, i.e., math fluency can be hereditary. 

For example, nonverbal intelligence, such as the “number sense,” or the ability of people to 

subitize (or perceive at a glance the number of items), is an innate ability, and some people may 

be born with a knack for it. In fact, Libertus, et al. (2011) provided evidence for the association 

between primitive sense of number and math ability among preschoolers. A study by Hart, et al. 

(2009) suggests that math fluency has unique genetic influences. Petrill, et al. (2012), however, 

provide evidence that the shared environment and genetics explain the covariance among math 

fluency of the twins they studied. We assess the course description of the respondents, construct 

a dummy variable and assign values with respect to the course (1 for students who take up 

courses that are mathematically-oriented; 0 for students of non-math courses). We consider 

courses offered by the College of Engineering, College of Science, College of Architecture, 

School of Statistics and School of Economics as math-oriented courses. Hence, students from 

these colleges and schools are treated as studying math-oriented courses. From our whole 

sample, we have 148 respondents (52.5%) currently studying math-oriented courses, while the 

remaining 134 respondents (47.5%) are pursuing non-math courses.  

 

General Weighted Average (gwa) is a measure of a student’s academic performance 

hence, attributing to human capital. For the respondents’ convenience, we provide a range for 

answering their last semester GWA, in case they do not exactly remember it. We use a range for 

this variable, with 1 representing a grade falling within the lowest possible range and 7 for a 
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grade falling within the highest given range. We purposely assign the values in an ascending 

manner to avoid confusion, since in the U.P. grading system, a lower absolute grade value 

signifies higher and better grade. In this study, only the last semester GWA is taken into account. 

For the purpose of this research, we treat GWA as a factor of human capital, moreover, a learned 

explanatory variable, i.e., it is influenced and may be affected by social and environmental 

factors. We as well consider GWA as endogenous because of the many different factors affecting 

it, such as discipline and study habits involved, and effort exerted. However, we only take into 

account the last semester grade because some students may not remember (or may not have 

known or computed) their cumulative GWA. For the range of grades assigned to each value, 

refer to the questionnaire at the Appendix section. 

 

As an alternative to determining the students’ cumulative GWA, we ask them whether 

they are currently running for honors. The question is constructed such that answers are only a 

‘Yes’ or a ‘No.’ We construct a dummy variable for running for honors (running) with 1 

indicating that the student’s current standing is qualified for honors, and 0 indicating otherwise. 

Running for honors is also treated as proxy for human capital. It is because running for honors 

may tell something about the students’ intelligence. We also consider running for honors as one 

of our main explanatory variables. The variable running for honors describes the student’s 

current academic standing. We contend that running for honors can capture well the student’s 

cumulative GWA since the latter is taken into account in determining whether a student is a 

candidate for Latin honors. In our whole sample, there are 96 students (34.2%) who mentioned 

that they are running for Latin honors.  

  

We control for social environment effects by taking into account the student’s current 

family relationship. The variables of interest here are the student’s relationship with mother 

(momrel), and relationship with father (dadrel). Relationship with father and mother is measured 

using a scale of 1 to 5, with 5 being the highest and indicating a close and good relationship. 

Majority (83%) of the male subjects have better (or closer) relationship
6
 with their mothers, 

compared to a lower percentage (76%) among females who have a close relationship with their 

                                                             
6
 We define a good and close relationship with mother (or father) as having answered either 4 or 5 in the relationship 

with mother (or father) ratings. 
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mothers. On the other hand, only about half of the male and also a half of the female subsamples 

can say that they have a good current relationship with their fathers (55% and 52%, 

respectively). 

 

As further control variables, we also include the respondent’s individual characteristics, 

such as extraversion and dependability. To account for introversion (and extraversion), we 

generate a dummy variable (alone), where 1 indicates preference on spending time alone, and 0 

otherwise. As a gauge for introversion, we ask the respondent’s preference on whether or not 

they like spending most of their time alone. Introverted students are more likely to express 

preference for aloneness, because they feel more recharged from introspective activities, hence, 

they will tend to answer preferring being alone most of the time. Extroverts or gregarious 

persons on the other hand, enjoy the company of others, and gain energy from interactions from 

the outside environment, so they will tend to answer that they do not prefer to be alone. About 

170 (60%) of our respondents are extraverted students. The remaining 113 subjects (40%) are 

introverts, as revealed by their preference for solitude. The trustworthiness or dependability of 

the respondent is also asked using a range from 1 to 5, with 5 being the highest i.e., “I am really 

dependable” versus “People know that I cannot be depended on.” Generally, about 74% of the 

subjects claim that they are trustworthy and can be relied upon most of the time, as evidenced by 

their response of either 4 or 5 in their self-dependability rating. 

 

Descriptive Statistics and Correlations 

 

Table 1.1 shows the descriptive statistics of the variables incorporated in this study. In 

order to identify differentiated effects of the explanatory variables on trust for descriptive 

purposes, we sort the data into 6 subsamples: gender (male and female), math orientation of the 

course (math courses and non-math courses), and digit ratio (low 2D:4D and high 2D:4D). The 

Appendix section shows frequency tables and correlation tables for further details. 
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Table 1.1 Descriptive Statistics 

 

Variables Observations Mean Std. Dev. Min Max 

Outcome Variable 

Trust  

Whole Sample 283 3.226 0.874 1 5 

Males 147 3.177 0.866 1 5 

Females 136 3.279 0.884 1 5 

Math courses 134 3.336 0.867 1 5 

Non-math courses 148 3.142 0.857 1 5 

Low 2D:4D 144 3.167 0.877 1 5 

High 2D:4D 139 3.288 0.870 1 5 

Explanatory Variables 

Left hand 2D:4D 

Whole Sample 283 1.002 0.054 0.865 1.150 

Males 147 0.999 0.056 0.865 1.129 

Females 136 1.006 0.052 0.893 1.150 

Math courses 134 1.003 0.054 0.9 1.150 

Non-math courses 148 1.001 0.054 0.865 1.129 

Grade Weighted Average (GWA) 

Whole Sample 280 4.143 1.270 1 7 

Males 144 4.090 1.306 1 7 

Females 136 4.199 1.234 1 7 

Math courses 133 3.970 1.285 1 6 

Non-math courses 146 4.301  1.245 2 7 

Low 2D:4D 143 4.182 1.303 1 7 

High 2D:4D 137 4.102 1.238 1 6 

Running for Latin honors 

Whole Sample 281 0.342 0.475 0 1 

Males 147 0.347 0.478 0 1 

Females 134 0.336 0.474 0 1 

Math courses 134 0.343 0.477 0 1 

Non-math courses 146 0.342 0.476 0 1 

Low 2D:4D 143 0.343 0.476 0 1 

High 2D:4D 138 0.341 0.476 0 1 

Instrument 

Height 

Whole Sample 280 163.176 cm 9.010 144.78 cm 198.12 cm 

Males 144 168.936 cm 7.720 152.40 cm 198.12 cm 
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Females 136 157.078 cm 5.641 144.78 cm 177.80 cm 

Math courses 132 162.464 cm 8.765 144.78 cm 195.58 cm 

Non-math courses 147 163.890 cm 9.190 149.86 cm 198.12 cm 

Low 2D:4D 144 163.013 cm 8.406 149.86 cm 195.58 cm 

High 2D:4D 136 163.349 cm 9.637 144.78 cm 198.12 cm 

Social Environment Controls 

Relationship with mother 

Whole Sample 283 4.074 0.828 1 5 

Males 147 4.082 0.824 1 5 

Females 136 4.066 0.836 1 5 

Math courses 134 3.985 0.841 1 5 

Non-math courses 148 4.155 0.814 1 5 

Low 2D:4D 144 4.049 0.796 1 5 

High 2D:4D 139 4.101 0.862 1 5 

Relationship with father 

Whole Sample 282 3.535 1.016 1 5 

Males 146 3.562 1.003 1 5 

Females 136 3.507 1.033 1 5 

Math courses 133 3.594 0.970 1 5 

Non-math courses 148 3.480 1.060 1 5 

Low 2D:4D 144 3.542 0.996 1 5 

High 2D:4D 138 3.529 1.041 1 5 

Individual Characteristics (as controls) 

Introversion 

Whole Sample 283 0.399 0.491 0 1 

Males 147 0.415 0.494 0 1 

Females 136 0.382 0.488 0 1 

Math courses 134 0.403 0.492 0 1 

Non-math courses 148 0.392 0.490 0 1 

Low 2D:4D 144 0.389 0.489 0 1 

High 2D:4D 139 0.410 0.494 0 1 

Trustworthiness 

Full Sample 283 3.869 0.749 1 5 

Males 147 3.837 0.768 1 5 

Females 136 3.904 0.729 1 5 

Math courses 134 3.791 0.767 1 5 

Non-math courses 148 3.939 0.731 1 5 

Low 2D:4D 144 3.875 0.783 1 5 

High 2D:4D 139 3.863 0.714 1 5 
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From Table 1.1, we can say that the male subjects have relatively lower trust ratings than 

the female subjects. This is evidenced by the male sample’s mean trust rating being lower: 3.18 

(SD = 0.87), compared to the females’ mean trust rating of 3.28 (SD = 0.88). Likewise, Table A2 

(from the Appendix) show that 38% of the female subsample are usually trusting (i.e., they 

responded with a 4 or 5 to the trust question), compared to 35% of the male subsample. 

 

The table above also shows that the mean value of the left 2D:4D is 1.002 (SD = 0.05); 

we use this value as our threshold to group respondents among low or high digit ratios. We 

define low 2D:4D as having a left hand digit ratio that is less than 1.002, while high 2D:4D 

means a left hand ratio that is greater than or equal to 1.002. Individuals with low digit ratio are 

said to have higher prenatal testosterone levels, and would tend to be more aggressive and to 

have higher propensity to engage in risky activities. In our whole sample, there are 144 

respondents with low left 2D:4D, while there are 139 respondents with high left 2D:4D. Male 

respondents significantly have lower left 2D:4D (M = 0.999, SD = 0.06) compared to their 

female counterparts (M = 1.006, SD = 0.05). This confirms that the digit ratio is sexually 

dimorphic; our data suggests that males have higher levels of prenatal testosterone than females.  

 

Female respondents relatively have higher GWA than their male counterparts. As shown 

in Table A5 (at the Appendix), about 44% of the female respondents are either University or 

College Scholars
7
 last semester, compared to only 38% from the male subsample.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                             
7 A University Scholar must obtain a GWA of 1.00-1.45, while to be a College Scholar, the student must obtain   

1.451-1.75 GWA. 
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Figure 1.1 Mean of Trust across Gender and Math Subsamples 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We find a significant and positive correlation between trust and math-orientation of the 

course for the whole sample and female subsample (refer to Table A10 and A12 for the 

correlation tables at the Appendix). Figure 1.1 above depicts that respondents studying math-

oriented courses relatively have a higher mean trust rating than their counterparts. Females who 

study math-oriented courses have a significantly higher mean trust rating (M = 3.45, SD = 0 .81) 

compared to females from non-math courses (M = 3.17, SD = 0.89). This is also true for males, 

we also observe that male students of math-oriented courses have higher mean trust rating (M = 

3.24, SD = 0 .90) than their counterparts (M = 3.11, SD = 0 .83). Likewise, Table A3 (from the 

Appendix) depicts that about 45% of students of math-oriented courses say that they trust people 

most of the time (i.e., they responded with either a 4 or 5 in the trust question), while only 30% 

of the non-math students admit that they usually trust people.  
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Figure 1.2 Mean of Trust and GWA across Gender Subsamples 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 1.2 above plots the mean trust of the male and female subsamples across 

respective GWA ranges. Figure 1.2 shows that females will generally tend to have higher mean 

trust ratings compared to males with respect to GWA. Figure 1.2 intuitively illustrates that 

females will significantly have higher mean trust rating compared to males, especially if they 

belong among the upper three ranges, between 1.00-1.75. 

 

We observe a significant and positive association between trust and running for honors in 

the whole sample and female subsample (see Table A10 and Table A12 at the Appendix). Figure 

1.3 shows that female subjects running for honors significantly have higher mean trust rating (M 

= 3.49, SD = 0.84) compared to females who are not (M = 3.18, SD = 0.90). The same is also 

observed for males; male students who are vying for honors also have relatively higher mean 

trust ratings (M = 3.20, SD = 0.78) compared to male subjects who are not vying for honors (M 

= 3.17, SD = 0.91). 
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Figure 1.3 Mean of Trust and Running for honors across Gender Subsamples 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

We also observe a significant and positive correlation between trust and the left 2D:4D 

on the whole sample (refer to Table A10 at the Appendix for the correlation table). Figure 1.4 (at 

the next page) intuitively shows that respondents with higher left 2D:4D generally have higher 

mean trust rating compared to those with lower ratios. Females with higher left 2D:4D have 

higher mean trust rating (M = 3.34, SD = 0.90) compared to females who have lower left 2D:4D 

(M = 3.22, SD = 0.86). Likewise, males with higher left 2D:4D also have higher mean trust 

rating (M = 3.24, SD = 0.84) compared to males who have lower left 2D:4D (M = 3.12, SD = 

0.89). Furthermore, as shown in Table A4 of the Appendix, about 41% of respondents with high 

2D:4D are trusting (i.e., they rated either a 4 or 5 to the trust question), compared to only 33% 

from the lower ratio respondents. 
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Figure 1.4 Mean of Trust across Gender and Digit Ratio Subsamples 
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V. Empirical Implementation 

 

To estimate our model, we use Robust Ordinary Least Squares (OLS) method. Robust 

regression is used so as to adjust for possible heteroskedasticity. We also employ Instrumental 

Variable Estimation using Robust Two Stage Least Squares (2SLS) to treat one of our variables 

of interest, GWA, for endogeneity.  

  

For Robust Ordinary Least Squares Estimation (OLS), our regression model for the male 

and female subsample is: 

 

trust = βo + β1 left + β2 mathintensive + β3 gwa + β4 running + X1 β5 + X2 β6 + ɛ           (1) 

    

where  β0  is a constant 

            left = left hand digit ratio 

            gwa = last semester Grade Weighted Average 

 X1 = socio-economic controls; relationship with parents  

   X2 = individual characteristics 

 

Our regression model for the whole sample controlling for gender differences is: 

trust = βo + β1 gender + β2 left + β3 mathintensive + β4 gwa + β5 running +        (2) 

X1 β6 + X2 β7 + ɛ                  

 

For Instrumental Variable Estimation, our model is: 

   Structural Form for the male and female subsample: 

trust = δ0 + δ1 left + δ2 mathintensive + δ3 gwa + δ4 running X1δ5 + X2δ6 +µ                (3)  

 

  Structural Form for the whole sample: 

trust = δ0 + δ1 gender + δ2 left + δ3 mathintensive + δ4 gwa + δ5 running + X1δ6 +       (4) 

X2δ7 + µ 
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Reduced Form for the male and female subsample: 

gwa = π0 + π1 left + π2 mathintensive + π3 running+ X1 π4 + X2 π5 + π6 height + ν2     (5) 

   

 Reduced form for the whole sample:  

     gwa = π0 + π1 gender + π2 left + π3 mathintensive + π4 running+ X1 π5 + X2 π6      (6) 

 + π7 height + ν2                        
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Results of Estimation 

 

In order to estimate the effects of acquired human capital as measured by gwa and 

running, potential human capital measured by the left hand digit ratio, and social factors on trust, 

we employ Robust Ordinary Least Squares Method. We also show the effect of the variables of 

interest when omitting socio-economic environment controls and individual characteristics. The 

following are the robust OLS results for the male subsample:  

 

Table 2.1A OLS 

Male 

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

left 1.84821 

(1.2862) * 

2.094659 

(1.3018)* 

2.014561 

(1.3266) * 

2.108438 

(1.2627) ** 

2.166151 

(1.2504) ** 

mathintensive .1270177 

(.1393) 

.1571421 

(.1395) 

.1274369 

(.1396) 

.1503425 

(.1356) 

.1866398 

(.1350) 

running .165687 

(.1556) 

.1656778 

(.1580) 

.1792644 

(.1602) 

.0910572 

(.1613) 

.0836769 

(.1612) 

gwa  -.1016159 

(.0625) ** 

-.1239431 

(.0580) *** 

-.1170034 

(.0584) *** 

-.0873054 

(.0627) 

-.0991823 

(.0600) ** 

momrel  .22955 

(.1028) *** 

.1763684 

(.0990) ** 

.1646553 

(.0962) ** 

.1638122 

(.0924) ** 

dadrel   .1274137 

(.0759) ** 

.1153802 

(.0747) * 

.0930884 

(.0786) 

alone    -.3260144 

(.1518) *** 

-.2970623 

(.1472) *** 

dependable     .1350651 

(.1225) 

constant 1.64051 

(1.3123) 

.5298287 

(1.4540) 

.3493946 

(1.5102) 

.3818768 

(1.4236) 

-.0914723 

(1.4903) 

 

Note: **** significant at 1%   ***significant at 5%   **significant at 10%   *significant at 15% 

  

The table above depicts that for the male subsample, the left hand digit ratio shows a 

significant effect on trust, showing consistency in regression models with and without the 

controls. Its effect also increases as more control variables are incorporated in the regression. 

The table presented shows that as more controls are added, left 2D:4D becomes more significant 

and that the left hand digit ratio and trust level is positively related. This means that the higher 
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the individual’s left hand digit ratio, the more trusting that person is. Since digit ratio reflects 

prenatal testosterone exposure, a higher ratio implies lower testosterone level, attributing to more 

trusting individuals. This result proves to be parallel with those in the literature, particularly the 

study made by Bos, et.al. (2010). It is also worth noting that in the current literature, digit ratio 

represents two things. First is intelligence such as in the paper by Nye, et al. (2012) where they 

found out that testosterone exposure as measured by 2D:4D and academic performance have a 

quadratic relationship and the effect is gender differentiated. The other thing that digit ratio 

captures is the emotional quotient (EQ), commonly referred to as conscientiousness.  A study by 

Dreber and Hoffman, (2007) shows positive correlation with risk aversion and 2D:4D.  The same 

result is true in a paper by Braňas-Garza and Rustichini, (2011) where they find that lower digit 

ratio is positively associated with risk taking as well as higher scores in intelligence tests for 

males. For this model, math intensiveness of the course and running for honors appear to have no 

effect on trust. 

 

 We establish that the last semester GWA is an acquired human capital rather than a 

potential or innate one, because it can be influenced and conditioned by several factors, including 

the social environment, and can be shaped by upbringing and culture. We consider GWA as part 

of human capital since it partially reflects intelligence. Although grades can be associated with 

intelligence, we say that it is only partially reflective because the one we take into account is 

only the previous semester grade and not cumulative. GWA almost always show significant 

effect on trust and negatively affecting it. Only when the control variable alone is included in the 

regression model do we find GWA insignificant. The effect of last semester grade however 

increases as more controls are added. Our regression results show that those who received lower 

grades during the first semester are more trusting than those who earned higher grades. However, 

this is not the expected sign. Grades partially reflect a person’s intelligence and therefore 

attributed to human capital. The literature indeed is abundant in papers showing positive 

relationship between human capital and trust as posited by Nye, et al. (2012) in a survey 

conducted in Moscow and Manila using grades as measure of human capital. Knack and Zak 

(2001) also found positive relationship between human capital proxied by average years of 

schooling, and the propensity to trust. Note that the variables left and gwa are significant with or 

without the controls, signifying that their effect on trust is strong and consistent. Running for 
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honors, another proxy for human capital, appears to have no effect on trust for males. The social 

environment controls also appear to have a significant effect on trust and it is also important to 

note that for the case of males, the relationship with mother is more significant than that of the 

relationship with father. 

  

 For the female subsample, the following regression results are obtained: 

Table 2.1B OLS  

Female 

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

left 1.656324 

(1.3568) 

1.04639 

(1.3854) 

.9718991 

(1.3604) 

1.126397 

(1.3540) 

1.056493 

(1.3370) 

mathintensive .247686 

(.1486) ** 

.3046901 

(.1487) *** 

.2808034 

(.1527) *** 

.2761264 

(.1528) ** 

.2770802 

(.1531) ** 

running .2919211 

(.1939) * 

.197937 

(.1865) 

.1910481 

(.1858) 

.1573634 

(.1849) 

.1170172 

(.1930) 

gwa -.0147115 

(.0709) 

-.0041327 

(.0658) 

.0011959 

(.0681) 

.0175436 

(.0670) 

.0187999 

(.0677) 

momrel   .2122003 

(.0985) ** 

.1544773 

(.1109) 

.1437824 

(.1071) 

.1415208 

(.1120) 

dadrel   .1134053 

(.0788) * 

.1128835 

(.0787) * 

.1176946 

(.0796) * 

alone    -.2413365 

(.1527) * 

-.222468 

(.1584) 

dependable     .0892446 

(.0988) 

constant 1.486591 

(1.3467) 

1.198397 

(1.3644) 

1.100646 

(1.3660) 

1.024473 

(1.3670) 

.7398094 

(1.3868) 

 

Note: **** significant at 1%   ***significant at 5%   **significant at 10%   *significant at 15% 

 

We find another predictor of trust in the case of females. Robust OLS regression results 

on the female subsample show that two variables constantly appear to be of importance. Our 

statistics show that math intensiveness of the course is good estimator of trust. Female students 

pursuing a course that is math intensive tend to be more trusting than female students studying 

non-math intensive courses, with significance level at 5% and 10% accounting for parental 

relationship as controls and individual characteristics respectively and its effect is greater as the 

controls are added. Taking up a math intensive course reflects an individual’s inclination to 
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math; a person taking up a math intensive course must be talented and good in math as well and 

in this research, we consider this as something innate. Although it can also be argued that math 

skills can be learned, we contend that it can also be innate, such that genes play a far more 

important role. Math talents can be learned at some extent, but a bigger part of it must be 

credited to genes, that is, people good in math must come from a family that is also good in 

math. Similarly, people good in math must be the product of couples of which either one or both 

are good in it. It is also safe to assume that it is possible that there are people who are born just 

gifted in math even without necessary trainings received. Hence, the stance that math intensive is 

innate. Findings by Hart et al. (2010) also suggest that math skills are mostly attributed to genes. 

Their quantitative genetic analyses show that the covariance in fluency and non-fluency 

measures of Reading and Mathematics particularly that of decoding, fluency, comprehension, 

and math are accounted by a single genetic factor and that there is a genetic overlap in reading 

and math skills. Moreover, they hypothesize that there might be independent genetic factor 

responsible for variation in decoding fluency and mathematics. In a similar study by Hart, et al. 

(2009) using longitudinal twin study in Ohio, univariate estimation results obtained show that 

mathematical abilities in general, are greatly determined by genetic influences and less on shared 

environment.  

 

In contrast with the previous findings for the male sample, GWA in this case has no 

effect on trust although the direction as indicated by its sign changed from negative without the 

controls to positive including all controls. Running on the other hand appears to be barely 

significant, α=15% with only the variables of interest included in the regression. We therefore 

construe that running for honors is a weak predictor of trust. Regression results for females also 

show that left digit ratio is insignificant, another difference in the results of the possible 

determinants of trust for males. From the previous discussion, it is presented that the left hand 

ratio predicts intelligence quotient (IQ), generally speaking, as well as emotional quotient (EQ) 

both constituting potential human capital. Math intensiveness of the course, as we argue in this 

paper is part of potential human capital particularly that of intelligence and from the results 

above, trust determinant for females is mostly from intelligence alone unlike for males where it 

appears as though that intelligence and conscientiousness both determines trust as captured by 

the left digit ratio. It is interesting to find this and one reason that can possibly explain this is that 
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females in general, have higher established emotional intelligence compared to males. Note that 

in a paper by Katyal and Awasthi, (2005), they found out that girls have higher emotional 

intelligence than boys. Similarly, a study by Ciarrochi, et al. (2001) shows that adolescent 

females have higher emotional intelligence than males, supporting the trend that generally, 

females have higher established EQ than their counterparts. As for socio-environmental controls 

and individual characteristics, the table shows that only the relationship with father is barely 

statistically significant and for females, paternal relationship has a greater influence on trust than 

of maternal relationship. Note that the opposite is true for males. 

 

Robust OLS regression results for the whole sample are as follows: 

Table 2.1C OLS 

 Whole 

  

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

gender -.114793 

(.1023) 

-.1239193 

(.1004) 

-.1331578 

(.0997) 

-.1138508 

(.0985) 

-.1092089 

(.0977)  

left 1.836037 

(.9368) *** 

1.676427 

(.9372) ** 

1.581214 

(.9351) ** 

1.713367 

(.9101) ** 

1.695202 

(.8985) ** 

mathintensive .1753102 

(.0999) ** 

.2110937 

(.0997) *** 

.1840646 

(.1006) ** 

.1932109 

(.0988) *** 

.2082439 

(.0982) *** 

running .2290736 

(.1217) ** 

.1806326 

(.1195) * 

.1829083 

(.1199) * 

.1234045 

(.1195) 

.0970697 

(.1225) 

gwa -.0647047 

(.0467) 

-.0704645 

(.0444) * 

-.0637712 

(.0454) 

-.0405663 

(.0462) 

-.0446966 

(.0455) 

momrel  .2121444 

(.0691) **** 

.1550037 

(.0724) *** 

.14518 

(.0700) *** 

.1422131 

(.0702) *** 

dadrel   .122729 

(.0533) *** 

.1172016 

(.0529) *** 

.1104724 

(.0535) *** 

alone    -.2869948 

(.1069) **** 

-.2628406 

(.1064) **** 

dependable     .1115728 

(.0765) * 

constant 1.569557 

(.9507) 

.8915182 

(.9864) 

.7720872   

(1.0018) 

.7229647 

(.9718) 

.3520983 

(.9968) 

 

Note: **** significant at 1%   ***significant at 5%   **significant at 10%   *significant at 15% 
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We also run a robust OLS regression for the whole sample to look at the general effects 

of the variables of interest on trust. We use a dummy variable gender to still control for gender 

differentiated effects but results show that this is insignificant. Left hand digit ratio on the other 

hand still dictates a positive effect on trust and is significant at 10% although its significance 

level decreased when we include the controls in the regression. To speak, individuals with higher 

2D:4D are on average more trusting than those with lower recorded ratio. From the table 

presented, it is also given that mathintensive is positively related to trust showing significance at 

5% level. Generally speaking, students pursuing math intensive courses tend to trust more than 

those who are not. From the table presented, math intensiveness of the course is more significant 

that the left digit ratio hence, a better predictor of trust. It is also evident that mathintensive 

appears to be more significant when all the controls are incorporated in the model rather than 

when omitting the individual characteristics. Running for honors and GWA on the other hand 

appears to be insignificant. Running for honors is significant when no controls are included in 

the regression and becomes barely significant when parent relationships are taken into account. 

When all the controls are added, running for honors becomes insignificant. Also, only in the case 

of males do we find GWA associated with trust but with unexpected direction. For the whole 

sample, more variables appear to be of value and those already significant in prior regressions 

increased significance as well. This is already expected because of the increase in the number of 

observations since this is just the aggregate of the two subsamples.  

 

To treat for endogeneity of GWA, we conduct an Instrumental Variable Estimation using 

Two Stage Least Squares with robust standard errors and we obtain the following results for 

males, females and whole sample respectively. The succeeding tables present the regression 

results. 
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Table 2.2A IV Estimation 

Male 

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

gwa  -.1330292 

(.4742) 

-.0985059 

(.4460) 

.025447   

(.5609) 

.0300178 

(.5649) 

-.0300549 

(.6002) 

left 2.257453 
(1.247) ** 

2.575563 
(1.2269) *** 

2.565191 
(1.2730) *** 

2.53786 
(1.2189) *** 

2.552488 
(1.2049) *** 

mathintensive .1347834 

(.1470) 

.1774304 

(.1467) 

.1723575 

(.1595) 

.1836232 

(.9267) 

.1993825 

(.1555) 

running .2337378 
(.7487) 

.1400743 
(.7043) 

-.0101994 
(.8787) 

-.0798602 
(.9267) 

-.0050946 
(.9670) 

momrel  .259832 

(.1231)*** 

.1685321 

(.1615) 

.1668958 

(.1638) 

.1775489 

(.1715) 

dadrel   .1551007 
(.1051411) * 

.1322063 
(.0938) 

.1115433 
(.1067) 

alone    -.3636555 

(.3019) 

-.3213719 

(.3252) 

dependable  
 

   .0947588 
(.1399) 

constant 1.341404 

(2.1703) 

.259832 

(1.8613) 

-.793386 

(2.2622) 

-.5272642 

(2.0281) 

-.6836458 

(1.9612) 

 

left .3229126 

(1.6978) 

.5723212 

(1.6923) 

.3472932 

(1.7204) 

.3776253 

(1.6937) 

.3650684 

(1.6913) 

mathintensive -.2724386 
(.1883) * 

-.2472586 
(.1876) 

-.2359816 
(.1895) 

-.2479843 
(.1867) 

-.2002039 
(.1908) 

running 1.49136 

(.1938) **** 

1.459412 

(.1933) **** 

1.450508 

(.1950) **** 

1.524773 

(.1947) **** 

-.2002039 

(.1957) **** 

momrel   .1968193 
(.1154) ** 

.2445087 
(.1265) *** 

.2451199 
(.1245) *** 

.2387736 
(.1244) *** 

dadrel    -.089706 

(.1029) 

-.0622481 

(.1020) 

-.0886247 

(.1043)  

alone    .4284699 
(.1873) 

.4542554 
(.1883) *** 

dependable     .1476888 

(.1259) 

height -.0232902 
(.0125 ** 

-.0238992 
(.0124) *** 

-.0208338 
(.0129) ** 

-.0207216 
(.0127) ** 

-.0187814 
(.0128) * 

constant 7.315453 

(2.6529) 

6.362564 

(2.6931) 

6.186792 

(2.7099) 

5.83992 

(2.6721) 

5.049408 

(2.7520) 

 F(4,136) =   
16.92 

F(  5,   135) =   
14.31 

F(  6,   133) =   
11.98 

F (7,132) = 
11.35 

F(  8,   131) =   
10.13 

 

Note: **** significant at 1%   ***significant at 5%   **significant at 10%   *significant at 15% 
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As a rule of thumb, an instrument is considered strong if the F value is greater than or 

equal to 10. We use the same models in OLS in this regression so as to test the strength of the 

variables of interest. Note that second stage regression results are presented first and the statistics 

below embodies first stage results. In the male sample, only one variable proves to be a good 

estimator of trust and that is the left hand digit ratio even after employing 2SLS regression. In 

fact, it is more statistically significant with α at 5% versus the previous OLS regression result, 

where α is significant only at 10%. Also, the effect of 2D:4D appears to be bigger in this model 

than in OLS in all of the regression models, 2.55 compared to 2.17 with all the controls. Left 

digit ratio appears to be a better predictor of trust when socio-economic environment controls 

and individual characteristics are all accounted for.  

 

We suspect that GWA is endogenous because aside from only last semester grade is 

taken into account, grades can also be the product of different things, such as discipline and 

effort exerted, which are not measured in our study. Also, the weights of the subjects taken are 

likely to influence the outcome of the student’s performance. For instance, a student who has a 

greater number of units taken i.e., overload (21 units) versus a student with a regular load (15 

units minimum) needs to devote more time in academics in order to earn good grades. Students 

who have 4 or 5 unit courses are also demanded greater attention to studies compared to those 

taking up 3 unit courses only. Along with this also comes stress level, which again, is not taken 

into account in this study. To address for endogeneity, we use height as an instrument for GWA. 

We contend that height is a valid instrument because this might have been the result of earlier 

nutrition. This is also the same argument in a paper by Nye, et al. (2012). Genes may also 

determine height; taller people are more likely to come from families composed of tall members. 

Note also that for an instrument to be valid, it should be uncorrelated with the explained variable 

and must be correlated with the one instrumented for. 
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Table 2.2B IV Estimation 

Female 

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

gwa .2319246 

(.3607) 

.2876506 

(.3843) 

.2646991 

(.3648) 

.2433292 

(.3496) 

.2828583 

(.3534) 

left 2.053437 
(1.4098) * 

1.448422    
(1.4527) 

1.324609   
(1.4064) 

1.465312 
(1.3907) 

1.446732   
(1.3841) 

mathintensive .3574278    

(.2425) * 

.4401735 

(.2592) ** 

.3998194 

(.2496) * 

.3747696 

(.2409) * 

.3924789 

(.2407)** 

running -.0687429 
(.5622) 

-.2372344 
(.6098) 

-.2018119 
(.5747) 

-.1818392 
(.5430) 

-.2829645 
(.5533) 

momrel   .2351385 

(.1210) *** 

.1678341 

(.1363) 

.152039 

(.1264) 

.1509801 

(.1353) 

dadrel   .1277575 
(.0868) * 

.1247906 
(.0850) * 

.1320248 
(.0874) * 

alone    -.3081077 

(.1776) ** 

-.2989161 

(.1838) ** 

dependable     .0968586 
(.1161) 

constant .1250711 

(2.2510) 

-.4371922 

(2.4527) 

-.3850098 

(2.3758) 

-.2441011 

(2.2584) 

-.7674846 

(2.3025) 

 

left  -1.634134 

(1.6893) 

-1.471063 

(1.7241) 

-1.423457 

(1.7285) 

-1.598625 

(1.7171) 

-1.622567 

(1.7269) 

mathintensive -.5053955 

(.1751) **** 

-.5181825 

(.1774) **** 

-.5031364 

(.1789) **** 

-.4885005 

(.1776) **** 

-.4889691 

(.1783) **** 

running  1.502725 

(.1829) **** 

1.52258 

(.1875) **** 

1.522328 

(.1879) **** 

  1.535184 

(.1864) **** 

1.523344 

(.1944) **** 

momrel  -.0550863 

(.1080) 

-.0201737 

(.1184) 

-.0044465 

(.1177)  

-.004808 

(.1182) 

dadrel   -.0675399 

(.0928) 

-.0659803 

(.0920) 

-.0646259 

(.0926) 

alone    .3153938 

(.1788) ** 

.3217351 

(.1816) ** 

dependable     .0283583 

(.1255) 

height -.0452525  
(.0153) **** 

-.0446618 
(.0154) **** 

-.0452037 
(.0155) **** 

-.0461925 
(.0153) **** 

-.0467271 
(.0156) **** 

constant 12.66676 

(2.9509) 

12.63311 

(2.9602) 

12.75881 

(2.9707) 

12.89367 

(2.9471) 

12.88966 

(2.9584) 

 F(  4,   128) =   
20.18 

F(  5,   127) =   
16.10 

F(  6,   126) =   
13.46 

F(  7,   125) =   
12.17 

F(  8,   124) =   
10.58 

 

Note: **** significant at 1%   ***significant at 5%   **significant at 10%   *significant at 15% 
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In the female sample, IV Regression results show that mathintensive is still significant at 

10%. Math intensiveness is still positively affecting trust, even with controls. Math intensiveness 

of the course has the same significance level in both OLS and IV Estimation models but IV 

estimates show that its effect is bigger than in OLS, .392 versus .277 taking all controls into 

account. From the results above, it appears as though that the effect of math intensiveness of the 

course is biggest when only the relationship with mother is taken into account and its magnitude 

is dependent on what the controls are.  Again, only mathintensive is significant among our main 

variables. From the regression results table, we say that females taking up a math intensive 

course are more trusting than their counterparts. From the previous discussion, we associate that 

math intensiveness of the course with math skills and we also argue that this is something that is 

innate. Studies cited earlier support this argument. 

 

Other variables of interest are also insignificant for females. Left digit ratio loses its 

significance when controls are added into the regression model making it a weak predictor of 

trust. Running for honors also has no effect on trust. Note that this is also true in the case of 

males. Last semester grade, gwa, is also insignificant, and is also a weak estimator of trust. 
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Table 2.2C IV Estimation 

Whole 

Variable (1) (2) (3) (4) (5) 

gwa .0229652 

(.2823) 

.0614967   

(.2817) 

.1060291 

(.3023) 

.1013844 

(.2965) 

.1061315 

(.3001) 

gender -.0944114 
(.1093) 

-.0980318 
(.1088) 

-.1016481 
(.1098) 

-.085177 
(.1084) 

-.0815957 
(.1082) 

left 2.136752 

(.9454) *** 

2.01408 

(.9415) *** 

1.991878 

(.9560) *** 

2.063801 

(.9294) *** 

2.041977 

(.9213) *** 

mathintensive .2110014 
(.1339) * 

.2602363 
(.1361) *** 

.2447589 
(.1385) ** 

.2424045 
(.1374) ** 

.2565016 
(.1374) ** 

running .1099128 

(.4444) 

-.0087371 

(.4451) 

-.0576942 

(.4763) 

-.0857099 

(.4743)  

-.1184206 

(.4793) 

momrel  .2196655 
(.0704) **** 

.1484717 
(.0812) ** 

.1426413 
(.0785) ** 

.1386122 
(.0801) ** 

dadrel   .143287 

(.0630) *** 

.1316969 

(.0607) *** 

.1271115 

(.0617) ** 

alone    -.3313185 
(.1530) *** 

-.3155878 
(.1565) ** 

dependable     .0872919 

(.0779) 

constant .9235965 
(1.5798) 

.0096871 
(1.5784) 

.3448047 
(1.7216) 

-.2006164 
(1.6228) 

-.5078226 
(1.6259) 

 

gender .2613726 

(.1701) * 

 .2631868 

(.1703) * 

.2444888 

(.1719) * 

.2273712   

(.1697) 

.2313974 

(.1699) 

left  -.6144553 

(1.1858) 

-.6556142 

(1.1878) 

-.718233 

(1.1955) 

-.8022375 

(1.1798) 

-.8243815 

(1.1806) 

mathintensive -.4001591 

(.1278) **** 

 -.3906486 

(.1285) **** 

-.3768144 

(.1295) **** 

-.3761399 

(.1278) **** 

-.3655043 

(.1284) **** 

running 1.475057 

(.1323) **** 

1.457672 

(.1342) **** 

1.452829 

(.1346)**** 

1.491632 

(.1334) **** 

1.469491 

(.1359) **** 

momrel  .0617788 

(.0782)  

.1014503 

(.0858) 

.1084841 

(.0847) 

.1054484 

(.0848) 

dadrel   -.0745896 

(.0685) 

-.0620395 

(.0677) 

-.0662552 

(.0679) 

alone    .3698181 
(.1288) **** 

.3849242 
(.1300) **** 

dependable     .0754102 

(.0862) 

height -.0312879 
(.0095) **** 

-.0316269 
(.0096) **** 

-.0301968 
(.0097) **** 

-.0303534 
(.0095) **** 

-.0304778 
(.0095) **** 

constant 9.409708 

(1.8775) 

9.254649 

(1.8890) 

9.188887 

(1.8926) 

9.075582 

(1.8676) 

8.847411 

(1.8866) 

 F(  5,   268) =   
29.18 

F(  6,   267) =   
24.38 

F(  7,   265) =   
21.03 

F(  8,   264) =   
19.94 

F(  9,   263) =   
17.79 

 

Note: **** significant at 1%   ***significant at 5%   **significant at 10%   *significant at 15% 
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Finally, we also look at the general effects of the variables of interest in the whole sample 

even after treating for endogeneity. In this case, the results from the IV estimation are almost the 

same as with the OLS regression. We still find gender insignificant in this regression results. Left 

hand digit ratio is significant as well as math intensive; these two are still positively affecting 

trust. Hence in general, individuals with higher left hand digit ratio trust more, and students 

studying courses that are math intensive also have higher trust levels. Intuitively, individuals 

exposed to higher prenatal testosterone levels are less trusting than those with lower levels of 

testosterone. Note that 2D:4D now appears to be better estimator of trust than the math 

intensiveness of the course, with significance level at 5% and 10% respectively. The opposite is 

true for the OLS regression results as presented by Table 2.1C. We also find GWA as a weak 

predictor of trust.  Although parental relationships are only used as controls, it is worth noting 

that relationship with father has a greater impact on trust than that of relationship with mother as 

represented by their coefficients. 
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Analysis and Implications 

 

Estimation results from the models we employ convey that left hand digit ratio is a better 

predictor of trust for males. We say that individuals with higher ratio i.e., lower exposure to 

prenatal hormone, testosterone, tend to trust more than those who have lower ratio. Digit ratios 

are predetermined as they are established in the utero and following this rationale, we therefore 

say that trust is innate rather than learned. The question now lies on what kind of human capital 

is much more important in determining trust for males?  Literature has provided several studies 

using 2D:4D associating this to intelligence and risk preference thus, it is important to note that 

this may not only be capturing intelligence, IQ, but as well as conscientiousness or EQ. A study 

by Jones (2008) shows that those with higher IQ levels are generally more trusting, on the other 

hand, findings of Dreber and Hoffman (2007) suggest that risk preference is associated and 

influenced by testosterone. Other studies on the other hand use saliva samples to measure 

testosterone and later found out that individuals with higher levels of testosterone are riskier 

(Apecilla, et al., 2008; Sapienza, et al., 2009). Following this ideology, we therefore say that 

trust for males is indeed innate and both potential IQ and potential EQ are essential factors that 

constitute trust. 

 

We also look at the situation in the case of females and we find another predictor of trust. 

Using the results from the female subsample, we construe that those whose courses are math 

intensive are likely to trust more than their counterparts. Math intensiveness of the course as 

argued is associated with math skills which we further contend as something that is also innate, 

hereditary or predetermined. Studies by Hart, et al. (2009, 2010) suggest that math abilities are 

mostly attributed to genes rather than environment conditions hence, supporting our stance. Math 

skills as proxied by math intensiveness of the course, is also an element of potential human 

capital. But what exactly does this represent? Math skills or abilities are associated with 

intelligence and therefore part of potential IQ. This rationale leads us to the conclusion that trust 

is also innately determined for females, the same finding we have for males only using a 

different estimator. The only thing is that for males, innate intelligence, also termed as potential 

IQ, and potential EQ or conscientiousness both establish trust as captured by the left 2D:4D.  Our 

results therefore suggest that for females, a more important variable in determining trust is IQ 
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more than EQ. Again, this result is not the same we find in the case of males and previous 

discussion shows that for males, both potential intelligence quotient (IQ) and emotional quotient 

(EQ) are the factors that make up trust. One possible reason that might explain this is that 

females in general have higher established emotional intelligence or EQ than males and the latter 

may also be influenced by potential tendencies such as emotions. Study by Katyal and Awasthi 

(2005) also conform this argument and using data gathered from 150 students, they found out 

that generally, females have higher emotional intelligence compared to males.  

 

After the two models we employ, it is clearly presented that trust is innate rather than 

learned. Biological markers, as well as the academic variable, mathintensive, support this idea. 

Although the OLS regression shows that GWA, a learned variable, also affects trust for males, 

we find that this does not hold true when we instrument it, making GWA a weak predictor of 

trust. GWA is part of human capital as well as measure of intelligence, and literature proves that 

human capital is a predictor of trust. One can argue that our findings are inconsistent with what 

the current literature says but our stance is, indeed human capital is a predictor of trust but what 

kind of human capital affects trust on a greater scale? Is it the kind that is already pre-

determined, genetically influenced, or is this human capital something that social environment 

and culture determine? IQ for instance is a human capital, and the current study by Jones (2008) 

shows that those with higher IQ levels are generally more trusting. If we deconstruct the 

determinants of IQ or what constitutes it, we say that in general, IQ is also an innate thing 

because a big part of it is genetically inherited. A study by Vinkhuyzen, et al. (2012) show that 

adult general intelligence is hereditary such that it is an interplay of both non-additive and 

additive genetic effects. Therefore, we find that the kind of human capital pertained to in the 

literature is something that is also innate and potential, or something that people are just born 

with. With this reasoning, we say that our results are not contradictory to what existing studies 

say, rather, our results confirm the current proposition in the current literature. 
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VI. Conclusion 

 

 We first explore and find answers on the longstanding debate on whether trust is innate or 

learned. As a measure for innateness, we use biological marker as in 2D:4D or the digit ratio and 

as a proxy for math skills, we use the course pursued by the respondent and we determine the 

math intensity of it. Running a separate regression for males and females, we find that trust is 

innately determined with different estimators for both subsamples, as evidenced by the left ratio 

for males and math intensiveness of the course for females. These determinants appear to have a 

strong impact on trust because of the level of significance they convey as well as their 

coefficients with or without the controls we use, in this case, socio-economic environment 

factors and individual characteristics. Using OLS regression method, last semester grade, gwa, 

has a significant effect on trust for males but not for females and the effect is negative for the 

former. GWA is treated as a learned variable and we earlier present arguments for considering it 

as one. We suspect that GWA is endogenous because there are a lot of factors that can influence 

a student’s academic performance and because of the inconsistencies of the results we obtain as 

well. As a treatment for endogeneity, we use another method, Two Stage Least Squares or 2SLS 

and look at the effects of the variables of interest. The results from the second regression are 

consistent with the first method employed. Both regression outcomes show that trust is innate. 

After instrumenting, GWA becomes insignificant and is therefore construed to be a weak 

predictor of trust, thus ruling out the hypothesis that trust is determined through learning, 

influenced by social factors and upbringing. Grades are representative of intelligence hence, 

human capital and arguably, the results we find are deviations from existing literature. With this, 

we examine the type of human capital pertained to in the literature and we reason that the kind of 

human capital discussed in the literature is innate rather than learned. We also provide previous 

studies supporting this idea. Following the thought, we say that the results we obtain conform 

with the existing studies. Math skills, as represented by the math intensity of the course can also 

be considered as human capital and from the previous position and existing studies, we say that 

this is an inherent thing. Trust therefore, is determined innately than through learning following 

the results shown in this research. 
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Our research is not without its weaknesses. First is the time constraint. With only a little 

time, we could only do so much to gather data and convince students to answer our survey. Also, 

majority of our variables are provided in range and might not fully capture their true effects thus 

may be considered as relatively weak estimators. The measuring device used for the digit ratio, a 

tapeline, may also be a disadvantage since there are possible measurement errors. The variable 

we use to represent the learned thing which is GWA might also be reflective of only a few things 

especially that we only get their grade for the prior semester and the values are not exact since 

we construct the questionnaire such that answers are in range, another drawback of this study.  

 

The research we topic we pursued is just one of the many interesting topics in the 

emerging field of behavioral economics. To those who would also want to pursue and improve 

this study, we suggest to use other variables that will represent the learned thing or use the exact 

and cumulative GWA rather than using previous semester grade. Using this will be a better 

estimator since the numbers will be more defined and therefore will fully capture their true 

effects. Future researchers may also use the digit ratio in measuring other things aside from trust. 

We deem that this measurement variable is one of the most interesting things, opening avenues 

to further explorations. 
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Appendix 

 

Summary Statistics and Correlations 

Figure A1. Pie Chart: Whole Sample grouped according to fields of study 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Colleges and Schools Frequency Percent 

College of Engineering, and College of Architecture 52 18.44 

College of Science 37 13.12 

College of Business Administration, School of 

Economics, School of Statistics, National College of 

Public Administration and Governance, and Asian 

Institute of Tourism 

64 22.70 

College of Arts and Letters 10 3.55 

College of Social Sciences and Philosophy, and School of 

Library and Information Studies 

40 14.18 

College of Mass Communication 12 4.26 

College of Fine Arts, and College of Music 23 8.16 

College of Home Economics 11 3.90 

College of Human Kinetics 18 6.38 

College of Education 6 2.13 

College of Law 2 0.71 

Non-major students 7 2.48 

Total 282 100.00 
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Table A2.  Frequency table of Trust Ratings: Male versus Female Subsample 

 

Trust Males Females 

Frequency Percent Cum Frequency Percent Cum 

5 6 4.08 4.08 10 7.35 7.35 

4 46 31.29 35.37 42 30.88 38.23 

3 69 46.94 82.31 65 47.79 86.02 

2 20 13.61 95.92 14 10.29 96.31 

1 6 4.08 100.00 5 3.68 100.00 

Total 147 100.00  136 100.00  

 

 

 

Table A3. Frequency table of Trust Ratings: Math intensive versus Non-Math Subsample 

 

Trust Math intensive courses Non-math courses 

Frequency Percent Cum Frequency Percent Cum 

5 8 5.97 5.97 8 5.41 5.41 

4 52 38.81 44.78 36 24.32 29.73 

3 55 41.04 85.82 79 53.38 83.11 

2 15 11.19 97.01 19 12.84 95.95 

1 4 2.99 100.00 6 4.05 100.00 

Total 134 100.00  148 100.00  

 

 

 

Table A4. Frequency table of Trust Ratings: Low 2D:4D versus High 2D:4D Subsample 

 

Trust Low 2D:4D High 2D:4D 

Frequency Percent Cum Frequency Percent Cum 

5 8 5.56 5.56 8 5.76 5.76 

4 39 27.08 32.64 49 35.25 41.01 

3 72 50.00 82.62 62 44.60 85.61 

2 19 13.19 95.83 15 10.79 96.64 

1 6 4.17 100.00 5 3.60 100.00 

Total 144 100.00  139 100.00  
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Table A5. Frequency table of GWA: Male versus Female Subsample 

GWA last 

semester 

Males Females 

Frequency Percent Cum Frequency Percent Cum 

1.00 – 1.20 3 2.08 2.08 1  0.74 0.74 

1.2001 – 1.45 20 13.89 15.97 19 13.97 14.71 

1.4501 – 1.75 32 22.22 38.19 40 29.41 44.12 

1.7501 – 2.00 39 27.08 65.27 37 27.21 71.33 

2.001 – 2.50 33 22.92 88.19 25 18.38 89.71 

2.5001 – 3.00 16 11.11 99.30 13 9.56 99.27 

3.00 below 1 0.69 100.00 1 0.74 100.00 

Total 144 100.00  136 100.00  

 

 

Table A6. Frequency table of Math Intensive across the Whole Sample and Gender Subsamples 

Field of Study Whole Sample Males Females 

Frequency Percent Cum Frequency Percent Cum Frequency Percent Cum 

Math-intensive 

courses 

134 47.52 47.52 74 50.34 50.34 60 44.44 44.44 

Non-math 

courses 

148 52.48 100.00 73 49.66 100.00 75 55.56 100.00 

Total 282 100.00  147 100.00  135 100.00  

 

 

Table A7. Frequency table of 2D:4D across the Whole Sample and Gender Subsamples 

Digit Ratio Whole Sample Males Females 

Frequency Percent Cum Frequency Percent Cum Frequency Percent Cum 

Low 2D:4D 144 50.88 50.88 76 51.70 51.70 68 50.00 50.00 

High 2D:4D 139 49.12 100.00 71 48.30 100.00 68 50.00 100.00 

Total 283 100.00  147 100.00  136 100.00  

 

 

Table A8. Frequency table of Running for Honors across the Whole Sample and Gender Subsamples 

 Whole Sample Males Females 

Frequency Percent Cum Frequency Percent Cum Frequency Percent Cum 

Running for 

honors 

96 34.16 34.16 51 34.69 34.69 45 33.58 33.58 

Not running 

for honors 

185 65.84 100.00 96 65.31 100.00 89 66.42 100.00 

Total 281 100.00  147 100.00  134 100.00  
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Table A9. Frequency table of Trust Ratings across the Gender and Math Subsamples. 

 

 

Trust Math-intensive Non-math 

Males Females Males Females 

Frequency Percent Cum Frequency Percent Cum Frequency Percent Cum Frequency Percent Cum 

5 3 4.05 4.05 5 8.33 8.33 3 4.11 4.11 5 6.67 6.67 

4 29 39.19 43.24 23 38.33 46.66 17 23.29 27.4 19 25.33 32 

3 28 37.84 81.08 27 45.00 91.66 41 56.16 83.56 38 50.67 82.67 

2 11 14.86 95.94 4 6.67 98.33 9 12.33 95.89 10 13.33 96 

1 3 4.05 100.00 1 1.67 100.00 3 4.11 100.00 3 4.00 100.00 

Total 74 100.00  60 100.00  73 100.00  75 100.00  
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Table A10. Pairwise Correlations: Whole Sample 

 

Variables Trust Left 

2D:4D 

Math-

orientation 

(course) 

GWA Running 

for honors 

Height Relationship 

with mother 

Relationship 

with father 

Alone Dependable 

Trust 1.000          

Left 2D:4D 0.105** 1.000         

Math-

orientation 

0.112** 0.022 1.000        

GWA -0.037 -0.019 -0.130*** 1.000       

Running for 

honors 

0.087* 0.019 0.001 0.557**** 1.000      

Height -0.052 -0.018 -0.079 -0.141*** -0.013 1.000     

Relationship 

with mother 

0.192**** 0.063 -0.103** 0.127*** 0.161**** 0.034 1.000    

Relationship 

with father 

0.201**** 0.045 0.056 -0.038 0.031 0.075 0.403**** 1.000   

Alone -0.203**** 0.043 0.011 0.086 -0.091* 0.036 -0.073 -0.075 1.000  

Dependable 0.132*** 0.018 -0.099** 0.147*** 0.207**** 0.008 0.124*** 0.104** -0.147*** 1.000 

 

 

Note: * Significant at 15%, **10%, ***5%, ****1% 
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Table A11. Pairwise Correlations: Male Subsample 

 

Variables Trust Left 

2D:4D 

Math-

orientation 

(course) 

GWA Running 

for 

honors 

Height Relationship 

with mother 

Relationship 

with father  

Alone Dependable 

Trust 1.000          

Left 2D:4D 0.101 1.000         

Math-

orientation 

0.078 -0.047 1.000        

GWA -0.109 -0.014 -0.070 1.000       

Running for 

honors 

0.016 -0.034 0.009 0.562**** 1.000      

Height 0.007 0.095 -0.179*** -0.159** -0.090 1.000     

Relationship 

with mother 

0.172*** -0.037 -0.084 0.165*** 0.102 -0.003 1.000    

Relationship 

with father 

0.200*** -0.034 0.041 -0.051 -0.024 0.156** 0.399**** 1.000   

Alone -0.221**** 0.044 0.063 0.082 -0.121* 0.021 -0.067 -0.101 1.000  

Dependable 0.137** -0.033 -0.176*** 0.160** 0.137** -0.032 0.162*** 0.223**** -0.145** 1.000 

 

 

Note: * Significant at 15%, **10%, ***5%, ****1% 
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Table A12. Pairwise Correlations: Female Subsample 

 

Variable Trust Left 

2D:4D 

Math-

orientation 

(course) 

GWA Running 

for honors 

Height Relationship 

with mother 

Relationship 

with father 

Alone Dependable 

Trust 1.000          

Left 2D:4D 0.102 1.000         

Math-

orientation 

0.160** 0.112 1.000        

GWA 0.037 -0.032 -0.193*** 1.000       

Running for 

honors 

0.165** 0.084 -0.010 0.553**** 1.000      

Height -0.058 -0.021 -0.122 -0.137* 0.079 1.000     

Relationship 

with mother 

0.215*** 0.179*** -0.125* 0.088 0.226**** 0.101 1.000    

Relationship 

with father 

0.209*** 0.137* 0.069 -0.022 0.090 -0.023 0.407**** 1.000   

Alone -0.181*** 0.046 -0.051 0.095 -0.059 0.027 -0.081 -0.050 1.000  

Dependable 0.122 0.073 -0.005 0.128* 0.289**** 0.161** 0.083 -0.024 -0.146** 1.000 

 

 

Note: * Significant at 15%, **10%, ***5%, ****1% 


